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We developed this activity as a tool for breaking down
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are can
the things
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the behaviour and what
we do you
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two questions are broken down via two key debates
in
sociology:
A caterpillar and a butterfly?
A table and a chair?
Structure versus Agency and Regulation versus
A bird and a nest ?
Revolution
A bee
a flower?
The first axis considers
the and
debate
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causes human behaviour.
The and
question
is whether
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we behave in certain Try
ways
because
of
individual
to make 20 or so connections. Is it
choice, desire and motivation
(agency) or whether
easy or…?
human behaviour and choices are not truly our own but are influenced by
structural/societal influences such as rules & regulations, the mass media,
“This activity always engages
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poverty and the
Looksuch
outside
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my students, even the quiet
economy (structure). What
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sing?what should be
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Should
the
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passionate discussions and
What makes you feel happy?
by enforcing/creating new rules (regulation) or does there need to be a
helped us consider issues from
Is it the sun shining or the wind blowing?
fundamental change to the system (revolution). The activity helps us to think
more than one perspective” Is itown
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or thepose
rain and
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critically to examine our
beliefs,moving
to problem
to explore cultural
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Is it the flowers blooming or the fresh air or the sense of freedom outside?
Do you know? Think about this a while.
Instructions
Can you think of some times when you have been sitting looking out the window but not able to
• This activity should be conducted in an embodied manner where students are able to stand and place
go outside? When you were a child? Now? What stops you??
themselves along the different axis to state their individual opinions about the behaviour/issue being explored.
Make
a little list of
those
• Have students place
themselves
along
thememories…
first axis (agency versus structure) in the first instance. Explain to
Do you
know
why
you couldn’t
go out?
the participants that
where
they
position
themselves
along the axis is related to whether they believe that the
behaviour is completely the responsibility/in the control of the individual or whether they believe that all of the
behaviour is directed by/ or in response to society. If a person is in the middle of the axis they are indicating that
your
window.
they believe it is aLook
50/50 outside
split between
agency
and structure.
Choose something that ‘jumps out’ at you and observe it carefully. Now try to draw it exactly as
Example 1:
you see it. Pay close attention to the shape and colour.
Students at Yule Brook
College
are without
responding
structure
Can
you draw
liftingalong
your the
pencil
off the versus
page until you have completed the drawing?
agency axis (behind one another in a line) to the posed question “who/what
is most responsible for bullying” – i.e. the individual or society.
• Ask a number of Outside?
the participants
to explain their position along the axis.
Inside?

There are two views.
Example 2:
WeCollege
can choose
whichtheir
one position
we focusalong
upon.the axis to one
Students at Yule Brook
explaining
Do
you
ever
find
that
you
choose
to
look
at the same things every time you look? Think about
another.
your ‘looking’ habits.
• Inform the students
will need
to change
theirofposition
or backwards)
on the
axis
Canthat
youthey
change
one thing?
Instead
looking (forwards
at the big scene
outside can
yousecond
focus on
a small
depending on what
they
believe
the solution
to asmall
problem.
Inform
detail
and
think is
about
where that
part fits
into the
the participants
big picture? that if they move as far
forward as possible towards revolution on the axis then they are advocating for violent revolution that could
Now can you look at the inside scene. Do the same thing.
include death. If they move all the way backwards to the end of the regulation axis, then they are advocating for
Do you approach looking in the same way each time?
a totalitarian state.
Which one makes you think the most - inside or outside?
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Ask the participants to explain their position on the axis.
As a student discusses/defends their positions inform along the axis
encourage the others to shift positions if they have been persuaded to
change their mind.

Look outside your window.

Example 3:
can you reposition
see? How themselves
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• At times we isolate two students who are at polarmake?
opposites of the axis to
A caterpillar
and a butterfly?
discuss their positions.
This technique
often encourages deeper thinking
as the students are
very and
committed
A table
a chair?to their positions and are usually
keen to explain them.
A bird and a nest ?
A bee and a flower?
Example 4:
A vehicle
a road?
Students at polar opposites
ofand
an axis
explain their positions.
• Make sure that you
also
participate
in connections.
the activity and
Try to make 20 or so
Is itexplain your
choices.
easy or…?
Suggestions
outside
window.
• We suggest that Look
you create
the axisyour
using masking
tape or by creating a
permanent mat -What
we used
materials
we
sourced
from
outside makes your heart sing?REMIDA.
• We’ve run this activity
in
classrooms
in outdoor playground/sports
What makes
you feeland
happy?
areas. All you need
is
some
masking
tape
a mat
and you can conduct
Is it the sun shining or theor
wind
blowing?
the activity in any environment.
it the
cloudsof
moving
or the
rain falling?
• When we have a Is
large
number
students
participating
in this activity we
Is it the flowers
the freshon
airthe
or the
sense
of freedom outside?
get them to use post-it-notes
to blooming
mark theirorpositions
graph
or else
we won’t all fit in.Do you know? Think about this a while.
• Have students record
theirthink
results
on thetimes
worksheet
we’ve
provided.
Can you
of some
when you
have
been sitting looking out the window but not able to
go outside? When you were a child? Now? What stops you??
Example 5:
Make a little list of those memories…
Post it notes can be used to mark students position on the axis and moved to
Do you know why you couldn’t go out?
represent changed opinions.
Some questions we’ve explored using the structure versus agency activity:
Look outside your window.
• What do you believe causes disengagement in schools? And what should
something that ‘jumps out’ at you and observe it carefully. Now try to draw it exactly as
we do to addressChoose
it?
you see for
it. Pay
close attention
to thecompanies
shape and or
colour.
• Who’s more responsible
deforestation,
individual
a society
that does nothingCan
to stop
it? without lifting your pencil off the page until you have completed the drawing?
you draw
• Is narcissism the fault/responsibility of the individual or is it driven by
society’s hero worshipping of the individual (e.g. social media, reality TV,
mass media, advertising
etc.) Inside?
Outside?
• Why are women viewed
as
sexual
objects?
There are two
views.
• Whose responsible for bullying and what do we do about it?
We can choose which one we focus upon.
Do you ever find that you choose to look at the same things every time you look? Think about
your ‘looking’ habits.
Can you change one thing? Instead of looking at the big scene outside can you focus on a small
detail and think about where that small part fits into the big picture?
Now can you look at the inside scene. Do the same thing.
Do you approach looking in the same way each time?
Which one makes you think the most - inside or outside?
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